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1, Write a note on the movement of the earth
eaumerating on their significance. 7

2. Discuss oa any frbo of the following : 31"x2:7

fa/ Elemental abundance in crust

fb, Radioactivity

(d Shapd of tl.e earth
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3. Describe the inter:nal structufes of ttre earth
with suitable sketdres.

4. Write an account of dilferent applications of
geophysics in understanding the d5mamics of
the earth.

UNrr-m

5. Elucidate on the distribution and evolutiou of
continents and oceans througb difierent
times.

6. 6escribe various evidences to suPPort
continental drift theory. Enridr your answer
with neat sket&es. 7

UNn--:{V

7. Exptain the meaning and funcfion of
mid-oceanic ridees. Add a note on the
geologic activides taking place at MOR 5+2=7

8. Describe difrereatt types of plate margin.
Support your answer with nbat figures. 7
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9. Define active faull \llrite a descriptive note

on difrerent indicators of recent tectonic

activity. 2+5=7

10. What are the causes of coastal erosion?

Discuss the role of forest and trees in
protecting coastal erosion. 3+4=7
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1. Choose the correct answer and put its number within
the brackets provided : 1x5=5

(a) Tlne earth has an estimated mass of

(1) s'gr36x1o3a kg

(ii) o.gzsaxlo2a kg

(iii) s.gzeoxlo2s kg

(iu) o.szsox 1o2s kg t I
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(b) An object weighs about 

- 
more at the poles

than at the equator.

(r) 5o/o

@ 0'5o/o

(iil loo/o

(iu) 11.5o/o t I

(c/ Two of the largest rift valleys in the world are the
mid-Atlantic ridge and the

0 Pacilic-Antarcticridge

@ East African ridge

/iirJ East Pacific rise

/iul Nazca ridge t ]

/d/ Passive margins are found on the edges of most
landmasses bordering the

(t) Indian Ocean

(ii/ Atlantic Ocean

/iiy' Pacific Ocean

/iu/ Antarctic Ocean
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/e/ Cyclones are usually developed in

(r) high-pressure area

@ low-pressure area

(iril low-temperature region

fiul thunderstorms I I
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(Marks: 15 )

2. Write on the following in 3-4 sentences each : 3x5=15

(a) Size of the earth
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(b/ Magnetic inclination

5l
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(c) Epeirogeny
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1dl Hot spots
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/e/ Uses of tree rings in paleoclimatolory

***
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